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The Computer Science and Engineering Department aims to produce
best software professionals at global level. The department has
excellent infrastructure and centrally air‐conditioned Labs, Computer
Centre and Class rooms with state‐of‐the‐art Information
Technology, to mould the students into technically competent
software
ft
professionals.
f i
l Apart
A t from
f
exposing
i
th students
the
t d t to
t core
computer subjects like Compiler Design, Design & Analysis of
Algorithms, OOPS, DBMS, Microprocessors, Computer Networking,
Information Security, Genetic Algorithms, Data Mining, which make the
curriculum more interesting and industry oriented.
There are well‐equipped labs with more than 500 computers in client
server technology. Facilities exist for all labs courses given in the
curriculum as well as for R&D activities. The Department has
MULTIMEDIA LAB, COMPUTER GRAPHICS LAB, AI LAB, DATA
STRUCTURE
LAB, COMPILER DESIGN LAB, PROJECT LAB,
INTERNET LAB, OS LAB, DBMS LAB, ADVANCE JAVA LAB, C++ LAB,
VISUAL PROGRAMMING LAB, RESEARCH LAB and SNA /
HARDWARE LAB with HP and Acer Desktops with latest software C++,
Visual Studio,
Studio Oracle,
Oracle Rational Rose,
Rose SQL Server,
Server Adobe and Red Hat
Linux. Project work is developed by final year students. Classes
pertaining to Value Added Courses like Advanced Java and .Net are
also conducted here. System & Network Administration lab is fully
functional and equipped with Routers, Managed switches and HP server.
The ultimate aim of supplementing theory classes with practical and
exposure to real time envirodepartment of computer science and
engineering
nment has always been possible at Echelon campus.
Duration:‐
M.Tech. Program – 2 years, Full time approved by AICTE, Ministry of
HRD, Govt. of India and affiliated to M D University, Rohtak.
B.Tech. Program
g
– 4 yyears, Full time approved byy AICTE, Ministryy of
HRD, Govt. of India and affiliated to M D University, Rohtak.
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It is the matter of great happiness to see the
success of the CSE dept’s magazine Techne‐
Cse. Right through its inception the humans
have been exchanging the ideas for acquiring
and using the knowledge.
knowledge This exchange of idea
was initially limited to tribes or the people living
in close vicinity. With the advent of the
technology the horizon of this sharing expended
and today internet has made the whole world as
a single tribe where one can have one to one
communication irrespective of the distance.
Though the technology has made the life
simpler for the mankind but at the same time it
has made the life difficult for the budding
engineers who have to learn new technologies
every day. This learning can be possible only
tthrough
oug ssharing.
a g. Thiss ssharing
a g need
eed not
ot be o
onlyy
about the contemporary research but also about
the usage of the current technologies. I hope
this magazine will provide a platform where the
students and faculties can discuss the
mechanisms of using the state of art
technologies and refine their skills.
Mr Kidar Nath Bansal
Mr.
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P i i l speaks…
Principal
k
It gives me pleasure to know that the
Department of Computer Science and
Engineering has come out with periodic
magazine TECHNE. The technology is changing
at a very rapid pace and the only way one can
remain
i acquainted
i d with
i h the
h recent technology
h l
i
is
through sharing. This magazine will help the
students and the staff of the computer science
department to share and discuss the state
state‐of‐
of
the‐art technologies. It will also help the
students and faculty members to improve their
writing skills and also provide an opportunity to
ventilate their feelings and thoughts.
thoughts
I appreciate the CSE department for its initiative
and congratulate students and faculty members
who have made contributions to make this effort
fruitful.
Dr. ((Prof)) C.K. Nagpal
gp
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At this outset let me extend my warm greetings and best wishes to each
and everyone in the Echelon family for yet another session July‐Dec, 2012.
The Computer Science & Engineering department has reached a landmark
since its inception in the year 2007. Apart from the growth in intake and
infrastructure, we have been able to improve the quality of education
provided to the students. The contribution of the staff and the students has
gone a long way in attaining this landmark.
But, we still have a long way to reach the pinnacle. To achieve this, concerted
efforts of all the stake holders are required in full measure. The teachers
have to put personalized attention, parents have to give constructive
suggestions and help out in the best way they can and the students have to
make the best utilization of all the opportunities that are available to them
and strive towards their glorious future. Let us all work together to make this
dream true because nothing is impossible if you are determined to make it
happen.
M
Moreover,
it gives
i
me immense
i
pleasure
l
t know
to
k
about
b t the
th currentt issue
i
off
the TECHNE and I extend my hearty congratulations to the Editorial Board
and the faculty members of Echelon Institute of Technology for their
laudable venture in bringing out this issue. College magazines are the means
to showcase the skills of the students in their respective fields. Echelonians
are able to provide a rich fare to project their distinct talents and wisdom in
student life. We are proud to have such students among us who, I am sure,
will significantly contribute towards the development their own career, the
department, the institution and the entire nation.
With this edition of Techne we attempt
p to reflect on the omissions and
commissions of the past. We could thus revitalize CSE department and show
the way ahead for its future growth and expansion. I hope this will renew in
us the spirit of continuous endeavor for our everlasting stride for perfection.
Keep up the good work!
Md Khalid
Md.
Kh lid Imam
I
R h
Rahmani
i
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S.NO

EMPLOYEE NAME

DESIGNATION

QUALIFICATION

1

DR. C.K. NAGPAL

PROFESSOR &
PRINCIPAL

B.SC, M.SC, M.TECH,
PH.D(JMIU)

2

MR. KHALID IMAM
RAHMANI

ASSOC PROFESSOR

B.SC (ENGG) (AMU),
M.TECH, PH.D (P)

3

MR. ARVIND KR.
UPADHYAY

ASSOC PROFESSOR

B.SC, M.SC , MS (BITS
PILANI) PH.D(P)
(MNNIT,ALLAHABAD)

4

MR. PARIMAL SUDAS

ASSOC PROFESSOR

B.SC (ENGG), M.S.

5
6
7
8
9

B.TECH, M.TECH (NIT
MR. MUKESH CHAWLA ASSOC PROFESSOR HAMIRPUR), PH.D (P) (NIT,
HAMIRPUR)
MRS. SEEMA VERMA
MRS. BHAWANA
SRIVASTAVA
MRS.
S. CHANDNI
C
MAGOO

ASSOC PROFESSOR B.TECH, M.TECH, PH.D (P)
ASST. PROFESSOR

BE, M.TECH (P) , MBA

ASST PROFESSOR
ASST.

B TECH M.TECH
B.TECH,
M TECH

MRS. NEETA WADHWA ASST. PROFESSOR

B.SC, MSC, M.TECH, PH.D
(P) (JMIU,DELHI)
B.TECH , M.TECH
(YMCAUST), PH.D (P)
(YMCAUST)
BCA, MCA,
M.TECH(GGSIPU,DELHI),
PH.D ((P)) ((NSIT,DELHI)
,
)

10

MRS. ROSY MADAAN

ASST. PROFESSOR

11

MR. HARDEO THAKUR

ASST. PROFESSOR

12

MRS.RAKHI

ASST. PROFESSOR

B.TECH, M.TECH

13

MR. SHREE HARSH
ATREY

ASST. PROFESSOR

B.E, M.E, PH.D (P)

14

MR TARUN KUMAR
MR.

ASST PROFESSOR
ASST.

B TECH M.TECH
B.TECH,
M TECH

15

MRS. USHA YADAV

ASST. PROFESSOR B.TECH, M.TECH (YMCAUST)
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16

MR. YOUDDHA BEER
SINGH

ASST PROFESSOR
ASST.

B SC M.SC,
B.SC,
M SC M.TECH
M TECH

17

MRS. SHEFALI MADAN

SR. LECTURER

B.TECH, M.TECH (P)

18

MRS SURBHI BHATIA
MRS.

SR LECTURER
SR.

B E M.TECH
B.E,
M TECH (AMITY UNIV
UNIV.))

19

MR. ATUL SRIVASTAVA

SR. LECTURER

B.TECH, M.TECH(YMCAUST)

20

MS. MADHURI
SIDDULA

SR. LECTURER

B.TECH, M.TECH(P) (IITD)

21

MR. PRASHANT GUPTA

SR. LECTURER

B.E, M.TECH (P) (YMCA)

22

MRS. SHEELU SHARMA

SR. LECTURER

B.E, M.TECH (P)

23

MR. AMIT YADAV

SR. LECTURER

B.TECH , M.TECH (P)

24

MS. ANITA CHAUHAN

SR. LECTURER

B.E., M.TECH (P)

25

MR. MANPREET SINGH

SR. LECTURER

B.E, M.TECH (P)

26

MS. DIVYA ARORA

SR. LECTURER

B.TECH , M.TECH (P)

27

MR. ANISH SAINI

LECTURER

B.TECH
B
TECH , M
M.TECH
TECH (P)
(YMCAUST)

28

MS. SHIKHA TANEJA

LECTURER

B.E, MBA, M.TECH (P)

29

MS. JYOTI RANI

TEACHING
ASSISTANT

B.TECH, M.TECH (P) WITH
GATE QUALIFIED

30

MS. ISHA SHARMA

TEACHING
ASSISTANT

B.TECH, M.TECH (P)

31

MS. REENA SHARMA

TEACHING
ASSISTANT

B.TECH, M.TECH (P)
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Mathematical logic
((computer
p
science))
Mathematical logic (also known as symbolic logic) is a subfield
of mathematics with close connections to the foundations of
mathematics theoretical computer science and philosophical
mathematics,
logic. The field includes both the mathematical study
of logic and the applications of formal logic to other areas of
mathematics. The unifying themes in mathematical logic include
the study of the expressive power of formal systems and the
deductive power of formal proof systems.
Mathematical logic is often divided into the fields of set
theory, model theory, recursion theory, and proof theory. These
areas share basic results on logic,
logic particularly first-order
first order logic,
logic
and definability. In computer science (particularly in the ACM
Classification) mathematical logic encompasses additional
topics not detailed in this article; see logic in computer
science for those.
those
Since its inception, mathematical logic has both contributed to,
and has been motivated by, the study of foundations of
mathematics. This study began in the late 19th century with the
development of axiomatic frameworks for geometry,
geometry arithmetic,
arithmetic
and analysis. In the early 20th century it was shaped by David
Hilbert's program to prove the consistency of foundational
theories. Results of Kurt Gödel, Gerhard Gentzen, and others
provided partial resolution to the program,
program and clarified the
issues involved in proving consistency. Work in set theory
showed that almost all ordinary mathematics can be formalized
in terms of sets, although there are some theorems that cannot
be proven in common axiom systems for set theory.
theory
Aakash kaushik
10-CSE-1001

In this context "A Walk to Remember" doesn't signifies a romantic
Hollywood movie. So please don't get any ideas. Here it is something fairly
technical, it’s about the "Walk Again Project', which is a multinational
collaborative effort to free paralyzed patients from the confines of their
physical bodies through breakthroughs in neuroscience. Led by the Duke
Center for Neuro‐engineering, Walk Again is developing a high
performance brain‐controlled prosthetic device that enables patients to
finally leave the wheelchair behind. You have probably seen that movie
named “X‐Men”
X Men .?? I am sure you did.
did Then you might recognize Prof.
Prof
Charles Xavier, that paralyzed, crippled man on that wheel chair who have
those Tele‐kinetic abilities to control other’s brain and can move things
without touching. Well that’s none of our concern. The point is, how good
it could be if he can also stand on his own legs and can team up with his X‐
Men. Well, but jokes apart, over the past decade, neuroscientists at the
Duke University Center for
f Neuro‐engineering (DUCN)
(
) have developed the
field of Brain‐Machine Interface (BMI) into one of the most exciting—and
promising—areas of basic and applied research in modern neuroscience.
By creating a way to link living brain tissue to a variety of artificial tools.
BMIs have made it possible for the non human primates to use the
electrical signals of their neural regions to activate the movements of a
variety of robotic devices including prosthetic legs and arms.
As a result, BMI research raises the hope that in the not‐too‐distant future,
patients suffering from a variety of neurological disorders that lead to
devastating levels of paralysis may be able to recover their mobility by
harnessing their own brain impulses to directly control sophisticated
neuro‐prostheses.
th
The project’s central goal is to develop and implement the first BMI
capable of restoring full mobility to patients suffering from a severe degree
of paralysis. This lofty goal will be achieved by building a neuro‐prosthetic
device that uses a BMI as its core, allowingg the p
patients to capture
p
and use
their own voluntary brain activity to control the movements of a full‐body
prosthetic device. This “wearable robot,” also known as an “exoskeleton,”
will be designed to sustain and carry the patient’s body according to his or
her mental will.
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In addition to developing new technologies that aim at improving the quality of
life of millions of people worldwide, the Walk Again Project also innovates by
creating a complete new paradigm for global scientific collaboration among
leading academic institutions worldwide. With the help of this worldwide
technological revolution the neuro‐engineers
neuro engineers are moving a step forward towards
a new era of medical advancement which can make a fellow human being walk
again, based on their collective expertise. These scholars are providing a base for
continued fundraising and putting their intellectual efforts to help the severely
paralyzed human being to stand on their own feet. Hope Prof. Xavier and his
fellow X‐Men can also help them.
Subrata Das
08‐CSE‐1108
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Artificial Intelligence(AI) is a great breakthrough of modern technology.
It deals with creation of systems that can feel the environment just like
humans. It is a study and design of intelligent agents where an intelligent
agent is a system that perceives its environment and takes actions that
maximizes its chances of success John McCarthy who coined the term in
1955 defines it as ‘the Science and Engineering of making intelligent
machines especially computer programs. I have given a new dimension
to the world of technology’.
Social networking site Twitter can predict whether you are going to
fall ill eight days in advance,
advance a new study claimed.
claimed Twitter has already
used to interact with friends and celebrities, but now researchers believe
it could be used to track disease. Lead researcher Adam Sadilek and
colleagues examined four and half millions GPS‐tagged Tweets from over
six hundred thousand users in New York over the period of one month in
2010. They created an artificial intelligence algorithm that ignored
tweets by healthy people and the algorithm only found those who were
really ill. The tweets were plotted on a map and were used to envisage
when a specific user was at high risk of getting ill. They applied machine
learning and natural language techniques to determine the health state
of Twitter users at any given time. Since a large fraction of tweets are
geo‐tagged
geo
tagged, they can plot then on a map and observe how sick and
healthy people interact.
AI mavens have often pointed out that its easier for a computer to
play master level chess than to pick up the pieces and put them on their
intended squares. In Toronto, at the AAAI Robotics fair, Kenneth Regan, a
computer scientist and a noted chess master lost two games to a robot
that moved the pieces all by itself. Regan a professor at the University of
Buffalo writes in an e‐mail that ‘an optical system identified my move
and fed it to the Houdini chess engine and then the Lego‐build arm
executed the engine’s reply.
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Recent progress of computer science technology strongly influenced the
features of new science fiction robots. For example, the theories on
connectionism and artificial neutral networks inspired the Terminator robot,
who is not only intelligent but can learn based on past experience. In the movie,
Terminator represents the prototype of imaginary robots.
robots He can walk,
walk talk,
talk
perceive and behave like a human being. I power cell can supply energy for 120
years, and an alternate power circuit that provides fault tolerance in case of
damage. He is controlled by a neutral‐net processor, a computer that can modify
its behavior based on past experience.
One of the most feasible kinds of expert system given the present
knowledge of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is to put some information in one of a
fixed set of categories using several sources of information in one of a fixed set of
categories using several sources of information. An example is advising whether
to accept a proposed credit card purchase. Information is available about the
owner of the credit card, his record of payment and also about the item he is
buying and about the establishment from which he is buying it ( eg.
eg about
whether there have been credit card frauds at this establishments).

Aparna Sharma (cse)
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MULTIPLE GTALK INSTANCES:
If you have multiple Gmail accounts and you would like to sign onto both Google
talk accounts on same computer at same time. By default, Gtalk doesn’t permit
multiple instances.
Right click on Google talk shortcut icon in desktop, then click properties.
Add /nomutex at the end of the line for example:
C:\Program Files\GoogleTalk\googletalk.exe”/startmenu /nomutex
Make sure that there is a space between /startmenu and /nomutex
Now you can open the multiple Gtalk messengers
WINDOWS 7 FOR ONE YEAR
It is possible to use windows 7 for 120 days without activation by the following
command which will extend period from 30 days to 120 days.
Go to “start menu ‐> All Programs ‐> Accessories”. Right click on “command
Prompt” and select “Run as Administrator”.
Now type the following command and hit enter
Slmgr –rearm
You will be prompted to restart the computer. Once restarted the trial period will
be once again reset to 30 days. You can use this command for up to 3 times by
which you can extend the trial period to 120 days without activation.
Now comes the actual trick by which you can extend the trial period for another
240 days.
days Open the Registry Editor (Type regedit in ”Run”
Run and hit enter) and
navigate to the following location:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsotf\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\SoftwareProtectionPlatform
In right side pane, set value of SkipRearm to 1.
Now you will be able to use the slmgr‐rearm command for another 8 times so that
you can skip activation process for another 240 days. So you will get 120+240=360
days of free windows 7 usage.
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DISABLE DELETE CONFIRMATION
Every time you click a file and hit the [Delete] key, windows pops up a
confirmation dialog box to confirm the file deletion. But you can disable this
confirmation notification by following steps:
Right click on Recycle Bin and select the “Properties” option.
Uncheck the ’Display delete confirmation dialog’ check box to disable the
confirmation and click ok.
SELECT MULTIPLE FILES USING CHECKBOXES
Earlier in windows, you would have to hold on Ctrl key and fire multiple clicks
to select several files. If you would accidentally miss a click, you would lose
the entire selection and would have start all over again. But in windows 7
and windows vista , you can select multiple files
f
by selecting check boxes
beside the file name. to do so , you would have to enable this feature:
Run ‘My Computer’ or simply hit [Win key+E] combination.
If your menus are hidden, hit the [Alt] key.
From the ‘tools’ menu, select the ‘Folder Options’ option.
Click the ‘View’ tab.
S l t the
Select
th ‘Use
‘U check
h k boxes
b
t select
to
l t items’
it
’ check
h k box.
b

Manisha narula
11‐CSE‐1136L
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In the early 2000s, arguably the smartest things about Smartphone were the
contact books and calendars. Peter Vesterbacka, then a business development
executive at Hewlett‐Packard in Finland, had a different vision. He saw the
Smartphone not just as a perfunctory work accessory but also as a powerful
gaming platform. In 2003, wanting to expand HP’s mobile gaming offerings
beyond standards like solitaire, he began a contest for the best multiplayer
Smartphone game; three Finnish college students won with a whack‐a‐mole‐like
game. The students went on to found a mobile gaming company, Rovio, near
Helsinki.
T d Vesterbacka
Today
V t b k is
i Rovio’s
R i ’ chief
hi f marketing
k ti officer
ffi
and
d the
th driving
d i i force
f
b hi d
behind
the company’s blockbuster mobile game Angry Birds, in which players use a
touch screen to slingshot vengeful birds at towers to destroy the egg‐stealing
pigs that live inside. The game’s brilliant graphics, coupled with its childlike
simplicity, have helped make it the most popular mobile game in history. By the
end of last yyear,, it had been downloaded more than 500 million times.
Vesterbacka spoke with DISCOVER about how those birds got so angry and about
the future of mobile gaming.
How did Angry Birds start?
We made 51 earlier games before deciding to revamp our development strategy
in 2009.
2009 Every week we would have internal meetings to pitch new ideas.
ideas At one
of them, Jaakko Iisalo, one of our designers, pitched a game that was very
different from what Angry Birds would be, but it featured the birds. Basically the
whole company fell in love with the birds, so we started building a new game
around them.
Originally we were just trying to flip the birds around, and it wasn’t immediately
obvious how to play the game. Then we decided to develop an enemy for the
birds, and that’s when we came up with the pigs. The slingshot that you launch
the birds with was actually introduced fairly late in the process.
When did you first realize the game would take off?
The first time that we knew we were onto something was when Niklas Hed,
Hed one
of our founders, showed the game to his mother at Christmas dinner in 2009.
Typically when we made a game, our friends and family would have a look and
say, “Yes, that’s very nice,” and then hand the phone back. But with Angry Birds,
Niklas didn’t get his phone back. His mom kept playing all Christmas, and I think
that was a very good indication that there was something to this game.
Mohit Maurya
10-cse-1062
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The computer swallowed grandma.
Yes honestly its true
Yes,
true.
She pressed 'control' and 'enter'
And disappeared from view.
It devoured her completely,
The thought just makes me squirm.
She must have caught a virus
y a worm.
Or been eaten by
I've searched through the recycle bin
And files of every kind;
II've
ve even used the Internet
Internet,
But nothing did I find.
In desperation, I asked Jeeves
M searches
My
h to
t refine.
fi
The reply from him was negative,
Not a thing was found 'online.'
So, if inside your 'Inbox,'
My Grandma you should see,
Please 'Copy', 'Scan' and 'Paste' her
And send her back to me.
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